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It has been suggested that the secular variation (SV) timescales of the geomagnetic field vary as 1=‘
(where ‘ is the spherical harmonic degree), except for the dipole. Here we propose that the same scaling
law applies for SV timescales defined for different symmetry classes of the geomagnetic field and SV. We
decompose the field and its SV into symmetric and antisymmetric parts and show in geomagnetic field
models and numerical dynamo simulations that the corresponding SV timescales also vary as 1=‘, again
except for the dipole. The time-average antisymmetric/symmetric SV timescales are larger/smaller than
the total, respectively. The difference in SV timescales between these two symmetry classes is probably
due to different degrees of alignment of the core flow with different magnetic field structures at the core-
mantle boundary. The symmetric dipole SV timescale in the recent geomagnetic field and in long-term
time-averages from numerical dynamos is below the extrapolated 1=‘ curve, whereas before �1965
the geomagnetic dipole tilt was rather steady and the symmetric dipole SV timescale exceeded the
extrapolated 1=‘ curve. We hypothesize that the period of nearly steady geomagnetic dipole tilt between
1810–1965 was anomalous for the geodynamo. Overall, the deviation of the dipole SV timescales from
the 1=‘ curves may indicate that magnetic diffusion contributes to the dipole SV more than it does for
higher degrees.

� 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Flow of an electrically-conducting fluid in Earth’s outer core
generates the geomagnetic field. The dynamics in the core leads
to rapid temporal variations of the field termed the geomagnetic
secular variation (SV). Measurements of the geomagnetic field
and its SV allow to invert for the flow at the top of the core, but
these flow models suffer from various types of inherent theoretical
and numerical uncertainties (for a review see Holme, 2015). Alter-
natively, information on core dynamics may be gleaned directly
from the power spectra of the field and its SV (Lowes, 1974). The
SV timescales, based on the ratio between the power spectrum of
the field and that of its SV, are interpreted as the times required
for a given spherical harmonic component of the field to be re-
organized, i.e. to become uncorrelated with its previous state
(Hulot and LeMouël, 1994).

A scaling law for the SV timescales has been proposed and
applied to geomagnetic field models and numerical dynamo
models (Christensen and Tilgner, 2004; Lhuillier et al., 2011;
Christensen et al., 2012; Bouligand et al., 2016). It has been shown
that the SV timescales vary as 1=‘ (where ‘ is the spherical har-
monic degree). Other (more complex) functions may also fit the
observed SV timescales (Holme et al., 2011). However, the 1=‘
law is not only in agreement with observations and simulations
but also theoretically expected assuming that magnetic diffusion
is negligible in core dynamics on short timescales (Christensen
et al., 2012).

The conventional field and SV power spectra are functions of ‘,
hence of the spatial scale alone, and do not distinguish between
different symmetry properties of the field. Rotational effects are
thought to be dominant in the core, suggesting an equatorial sym-
metry of the fluid flow (Taylor, 1917; Busse, 1970; Jault, 2008). This
motivates us to study the SV timescales separately for their equa-
torially symmetric and antisymmetric parts. Consideration of the
equatorially symmetric and antisymmetric field and/or SV
(Roberts, 1971; Gubbins and Zhang, 1993) were previously
invoked in various contexts, e.g. the geomagnetic dipole decrease
(Amit and Olson, 2010), geomagnetic reversals (Coe and
Glatzmaier, 2006), solar magnetic reversals (DeRosa et al., 2012)
and planets’ internal structure (Langlais et al., 2014). However,
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such a decomposition has not yet been applied to the SV
timescales.

The 1=‘ scaling law does not hold for the dipole, whose SV time-
scale is significantly underestimated by it. While the time-
evolution of the dominantly antisymmetric (axial) dipole approxi-
mates the time-evolution of the dipole intensity (Gubbins, 1987;
Olson and Amit, 2006; Finlay et al., 2016), the time-evolution of
the symmetric (equatorial) dipole reflects the time-evolution of
the dipole tilt (Amit and Olson, 2008). We will demonstrate that
consideration of the symmetric and antisymmetric SV timescales
may provide an insight into the behavior of the geomagnetic dipole
tilt, in particular its long period of weak variability between 1810–
1965.

Here we will show that the 1=‘ scaling law applies also for the
SV timescales obtained for the equatorially symmetric and
antisymmetric magnetic field and SV. A scaling law for the equato-
rially symmetric and antisymmetric SV timescales provides a more
detailed glimpse into the behavior of the core field. It is not trivial
that the total SV timescales which obey a 1=‘ dependence would
partition in a way that their equatorially symmetric and antisym-
metric parts would also obey the very same law (or any law at all).
More specifically, even if the equatorially symmetric and antisym-
metric parts do behave like ssv=‘, it is not obvious whether the
same constant ssv applies for the total, symmetric and antisym-
metric SV timescales.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the
equatorially symmetric and antisymmetric SV timescales and their
scaling laws. Statistical measures to evaluate the fits to the scaling
laws are given in Section 3. In Section 4 we present the fits to geo-
magnetic field models and output from numerical dynamo simula-
tions. We discuss our main findings in Section 5.
2. Theory

The power spectrum of the magnetic field at a radius r as a func-
tion of spherical harmonic degree ‘ is commonly defined (Lowes,
1974) as

R‘ ¼ ð‘þ 1Þ a
r

� �ð2‘þ4ÞX‘

m¼0

½ðgm
‘ Þ2 þ ðhm

‘ Þ
2� ð1Þ

Similarly the power spectrum of the magnetic SV is

S‘ ¼ ð‘þ 1Þ a
r

� �ð2‘þ4ÞX‘

m¼0

½ð _gm
‘ Þ2 þ ð _hm

‘ Þ
2� ð2Þ

In (1) and (2) gm
‘ and hm

‘ are the Gauss coefficients of the field for

spherical harmonic degree ‘ and order m; _gm
‘ and _hm

‘ are the Gauss
coefficients of the SV and a is Earth’s radius. We use a ¼ 6371 km
for the surface of the Earth and r ¼ 3485 km for the core radius.

The maps in Fig. 1 show the radial geomagnetic field and its
symmetric and antisymmetric parts as well as the respective SV
maps in 1980 based on the historical field model gufm1 (Jackson
et al., 2000). Note the stronger antisymmetric Br due to the contri-
bution of the dominant axial dipole and the stronger symmetric SV.
Fig. 1a shows that the geomagnetic field on the core-mantle
boundary (CMB) is dominated by an axial dipole. Intense magnetic
flux patches at high latitudes and reversed flux patches are pro-
nounced deviations from axial dipolarity. In contrast, the SV is
not dipole-dominated with large contributions by small scales
(Fig. 1b). In addition, the SV is much more intense in the Atlantic
hemisphere than in the Pacific (e.g. Bloxham et al., 1989;
Gubbins et al., 2004; Holme et al., 2011) which may arise due to
core-mantle thermal coupling (Christensen and Olson, 2003). The
dipole dominance is evident in the geomagnetic power spectrum
on the CMB. The rest of the spectrum is approximately white
(Langlais et al., 2014). In contrast, the SV power is weakest for
the dipole, and increases with ‘.

Based on the power spectra R‘ and S‘, the SV timescales are
defined (Hulot and LeMouël, 1994) as

s‘ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
R‘

S‘

s
ð3Þ

These timescales are sometimes termed correlation times of the
field, i.e. the time needed for the magnetic field at a given degree
to become uncorrelated with its previous state. An analytic law
was proposed to fit the SV timescale (Christensen and Tilgner,
2004; Lhuillier et al., 2011; Christensen et al., 2012; Bouligand
et al., 2016):

s‘ ¼ ssv
‘

ð4Þ

where ssv is a constant.
Most of the SV is thought to result from the advection and

stretching of the magnetic field by the core flow. In general, an
equatorially symmetric flow interacting with a symmetric/
antisymmetric magnetic field would give a symmetric/antisym-
metric local SV. Conversely, an antisymmetric flow interacting
with a symmetric/antisymmetric magnetic field would give an
antisymmetric/symmetric local SV. Analogous to (3) we define
the symmetric and antisymmetric SV timescales as

ss‘ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
Rs
‘

Ss‘

s
ð5Þ

sa‘ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
Ra
‘

Sa‘

s
ð6Þ

where the superscripts s and a denote symmetric and antisymmet-
ric parts, respectively. Similar to (4), we search for 1=‘ scaling laws
for the symmetric and antisymmetric parts as well

ss‘ ¼
sssv
‘

ð7Þ

sa‘ ¼
sasv
‘

ð8Þ

where sssv and sasv are constants.
Finally, previous studies considered time-average spectra hRli

and hSli to obtain a time-average SV timescale hs‘i (Lhuillier
et al., 2011; Christensen et al., 2012; Bouligand et al., 2016):

hs‘i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hR‘i
hS‘i

s
ð9Þ

In general, fits to hs‘i may be considered as more robust than fits to
the instantaneous s‘ at a given time.

3. Method

We decomposed the field and its SV to symmetric (even ‘þm)
and antisymmetric (odd ‘þm) parts with respect to the equator.
We then calculated their respective power spectra Rs

‘;R
a
‘ ; S

s
‘ and

Sa‘ . These spectra were used to calculate the symmetric and
antisymmetric SV timescales ss‘ and sa‘ using (5) and (6)
respectively.

We searched for linear fits in log–log scale to (4), (7) and (8).
We concentrated on fits with a fixed exponent of �1 for the



Fig. 1. Radial component of the geomagnetic field Br (a, c, e) and its SV (b, d, f) on the CMB, including the total (a, b), symmetric (c, d) and antisymmetric (e, f) parts, based on
the model gufm1 (Jackson et al., 2000) in 1980.
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‘-dependence, although we allowed in principle for arbitrary
exponents c. These fits were applied to the total (3), symmetric
(5) and antisymmetric (6) SV timescales. Since it has been shown
that the dipole, and in particular its dominant antisymmetric part,
does not follow the same systematic behavior as higher multipoles
do (Christensen and Tilgner, 2004; Lhuillier et al., 2011; Bouligand
et al., 2016), we excluded the dipole from the fit. Following
Lhuillier et al. (2011), the corresponding constants ssv ; sssv and sasv
were found using the F-distribution formalism. This is more appro-
priate than using a least squares fit, because even when the Gauss
coefficients describing the field and its SV follow statistically a sta-
tionary Gaussian distribution with zero mean (Hulot and LeMouël,
1994), the ratios R‘=S‘ are not distributed in a Gaussian way
according to the Fisher-Snedkov distribution. According to this for-
malism the maximum likelihood of a power law ssv‘�c is given by
the maximum value of the following probability density function
(pdf):

f ssv ; cð Þ ¼
Y‘max

‘¼2

Fð2‘þ1ÞN‘ ;ð2‘þ1ÞN‘
ð2‘þ 1ÞN‘ � 2
ð2‘þ 1ÞN‘ þ 2

s‘
ssv‘�c

� �2
" #

ð10Þ
where N‘ ¼ 1 for a snapshot or an averaging time T shorter than
h3s‘i and N‘ ¼ T= 3hs‘ið Þ for an averaging time longer than h3s‘i.
Of particular interest are the pdf values for c ¼ 1. We simply
denoted as F; Fs and Fa the maximum pdf values with c ¼ 1 for
the total, symmetric and antisymmetric fits, respectively. For more
details on the F-distribution see Appendix A of Bouligand et al.
(2016).
4. Results

4.1. Geomagnetic field models

First we reproduced the results of previous studies for the 1=‘
dependence of the total geomagnetic SV timescales (Fig. 2) by
fitting the analytic law (4). Fits were examined for different years.
For the satellite field model CHAOS-4 (Olsen et al., 2014) only
degrees until 13 were considered to avoid contamination by the
crustal field. For the gufm1 model (Jackson et al., 2000) in the per-
iod 1840–1990 the maximum degree was 10 as higher degrees
might not be well resolved. Fig. 2a shows the F-distribution pdf



Fig. 2. Geomagnetic SV timescales s‘ based on the model CHAOS-4 in 2005. (a) The normalized pdf of the F-distribution as a function of the prefactor ssv and the exponent c;
(b) Cross-section of (a) for c ¼ 1; (c) The resulting fit.
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for a snapshot from CHAOS-4. The pdf takes the form of a crescent
(Lhuillier et al., 2011; Bouligand et al., 2016). In this particular
snapshot the cross-section of the pdf at exponent �1 (Fig. 2b)
peaks practically at 1, i.e. the 1=‘ law is favored over any other
exponent. Fig. 2c shows the resulting 1=‘ law fit to the total SV
timescales. In Table 1 we report the best fit ssv values. We also
report their 90% confidence intervals, i.e. the range into which
90% of the integral over the pdf falls. In the CHAOS-4 snapshot
shown in Fig. 2, the 90% confidence interval amounts to �11–
14% deviations from the best fit value of 428 years.

Fig. 3 shows the F-distribution results for the symmetric and
antisymmetric SV timescales. Similar crescent shape pdf distribu-
tions as for the total SV timescales are found. For the CHAOS-4
model in 2005, the fits for ss‘ have a slightly lower Fs value than
the fits for the total s‘, although the Fs value is still large hence
Table 1
The constant ssv in years calculated for the fits with different symmetries (t denotes
total, s denotes symmetric and a denotes antisymmetric) and at different sampled
times (2000–2010 from CHAOS-4 (Olsen et al., 2014) and 1840–1990 from gufm1
(Jackson et al., 2000)). The last lines are the results for the time-average over the
period 1840–1990 using hRli and hSli. For each fit the maximum probability value is
given in bold with the 90% confidence interval around it. The normalized pdf of the
maximum probability for exponent �1 is F.

Year Sym ssv F

2000 t 368 414 470 0.85
s 373 421 480 1.00
a 359 404 460 0.02

2005 t 381 428 486 1.00
s 411 463 529 0.94
a 346 389 443 0.11

2010 t 356 400 454 0.81
s 392 442 505 0.98
a 319 359 410 0.001

1900 t 434 503 596 0.49
s 431 502 597 0.07
a 441 510 602 0.59

1940 t 404 468 552 0.89
s 363 421 498 0.79
a 491 569 675 1.00

1980 t 422 489 579 0.90
s 383 445 527 0.94
a 519 605 723 0.10

h1840� 1990i t 422 488 576 0.86
s 390 452 534 0.46
a 475 550 649 0.86
the fit is significant. In contrast, the Fa value is very low (Table 1),
with a significantly larger than one exponent (c � 1:3) being
favored (Fig. 3d). We will later show that this is not systematic;
at other snapshots the Fa value may be very high whereas a low
value may be found for Fs. In the CHAOS-4 model, the three best
fitting SV timescales for c ¼ 1 ssv ; sssv and sasv are found comparable,
in the range �360–460 years (Figs. 2 and 3 and Table 1).

The geomagnetic field is characterized by rapid dynamics with a
magnetic advection time on the order of decades, demanding anal-
ysis over a longer timescale. Fig. 4 shows the three SV timescales as
a function of spherical harmonic degree for three selected years
from gufm1. For 1940 and 1980 sasv is the largest and sssv is the
smallest of the three constants (Figs. 4b and c), while in 1900 the
three constants are comparable (Fig. 4a). In 1940 and 1980 the dif-
ference between sasv and sssv reached � 150–160 years. The corre-
sponding four 90% confidence intervals span �140–200 years
(Table 1). This means that accounting for uncertainties gives
acceptable sasv and sssv values in 1940 and 1980, i.e. their difference
is likely significant.

For different snapshots the optimum values of sssv or sasv may
vary by up to 100 yr, i.e. in the same range as the possible system-
atic differences between sssv and sasv . The chaotic nature of the geo-
dynamo seems to imply that fits to (4) for single snapshots may not
be very representative. Averaging Rs

‘ and Ss‘ (and likewise Ra
‘ and Sa‘ )

over a longer time span and using (9) will probably give a more
robust result. In Fig. 6 we therefore examine the SV timescales
obtained from the time-average geomagnetic field and SV spectra
(Fig. 5) over the historical period 1840–1990 based on the model
gufm1 (Jackson et al., 2000). Fig. 6 shows less scatter and a better
agreement compared to Fig. 4. Indeed the F and Fa values for the
time-average SV timescales are large while Fs is moderate (Table 1).
The pdf crescents are relatively narrow (Fig. 6a, d and g), the peak
of the pdf for sssv lies well outside the 90% confidence interval for
sasv and vice versa, and only a marginal overlap is found for the
90% confidence intervals of sasv and sssv (compare e.g. Fig. 6e and h).

Table 1 summarizes the SV timescales obtained for the geomag-
netic field models. The historical field model results in overall
somewhat longer ssv for gufm1 compared to CHAOS-4, with differ-
ences of about �75, 10 and 165 years for the total, symmetric and
antisymmetric fields, either because of the stronger temporal reg-
ularization in gufm1 or simply due to natural fluctuations of the SV.
For the time-average of the gufm1 field and SV over the period
1840–1990, the antisymmetric SV timescale is 22% longer than
the symmetric.



Fig. 3. As in Fig. 2 for the symmetric (a-c) and antisymmetric (d-f) SV timescales based on the model CHAOS-4 in 2005.

Fig. 4. Fits for the SV timescales based on the model gufm1 for the years 1900 (a), 1940 (b), and 1980 (c). s‘ ; ss‘ and sa‘ are in green, red and blue, respectively. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Although the dipole is excluded from the fits, it is worth noting
that the symmetric dipole is rather well fitted by the correspond-
ing time-average curve (Fig. 6f). This is not the case for neither
the recent field where the linear fits overestimate the symmetric
dipole (Figs. 3c and 4c) nor for the early historical field where
the fits underestimate ss1 (Fig. 4a and b). As shown in Fig. 7a, the
reason for this behavior is related to a rather abrupt variability of
the geomagnetic dipole tilt. Here we consider the gufm1 model
from 1590 because the Gauss dipole coefficients are probably well
constrained even for the early period. Between 1810–1965 the tilt
was nearly constant with an average absolute tilt change rate of
0:003�/year. However, between 1590 and 1810 the dipole axis
drifted equatorward rapidly from 4:59� to 11:31� at an average rate
of 0:030�/year, and between 1965–2010 the dipole axis drifted
poleward rapidly (Amit and Olson, 2008) from 11:47� to 9:98� at
an average rate of 0:033�/year, i.e. in the period 1810–1965 the
dipole tilt rate of change was an order of magnitude slower than
at the earlier and later periods. Consequently, between 1810–
1965 Ss1 was very small, leading to an anomalously large ss1 in that
period. In contrast, at other times during the past 420 years Ss1 was



Fig. 5. Time-average geomagnetic field spectra hRli (left) and time-average SV spectra hSli (right) based on the model gufm1 over the period 1840–1990. Total, symmetric and
antisymmetric parts are in green, red and blue, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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larger and the resulting ss1 was smaller. Aside from changes in the
dipole tilt angle, azimuthal drift of the dipole axis also contributes
to Ss1. In fact, given the nearly constant tilt angle between 1810–
1965, most of the power in Ss1 during this period must result from
azimuthal drift of the dipole axis. However, the azimuthal drift has
been exhibiting moderate temporal variability (Fig. 7b) about an
average rate of 0:09 �/year. We will further elaborate on the
anomalous nature of the steady geomagnetic tilt episode in light
of the results from the analysis of numerical dynamos below.
4.2. Numerical dynamos

Next we examine the SV timescales in a set of numerical
dynamo models from Christensen et al. (2012). The clear advan-
tage here is the much longer averaging time compared to the his-
torical period for which decent quality geomagnetic field data is
available. The five dynamo models were analyzed over �20–120
advection times. Assuming a typical core flow velocity of 5 � 10�4

m/s (e.g. Holme, 2015) and using the outer core thickness as a typ-
ical length scale, the advection time of the core is su � 140 yr. The
150 yr of the historical period therefore corresponds to about one
advection time. The selected dynamo models (Table 2) span a
range of control parameters, resulting in a range of magnetic Rey-
nolds numbers (one order of magnitude differences). As for the
geomagnetic field models, the fits are applied to the total s‘ (3),
symmetric ss‘ (5) and antisymmetric sa‘ (6) SV timescales. All SV
timescales were calculated from the time-average field and SV
spectra (9) using the same F-distribution formalism as was applied
for the geomagnetic field, with the only difference being that
N‘ ¼ 1 for the geomagnetic spectra whereas N‘ ¼ T= 3hs‘ið Þ for
the time-average spectra from the dynamo models (Lhuillier
et al., 2011; Bouligand et al., 2016). The SV timescales are given
in units of magnetic advection times in Table 2. Setting one advec-
tion time to 140 yrs results in hssv i values between �485 and 570
yrs for the different dynamo models, in decent agreement with the
488 years value for the time-average geomagnetic field (Table 1).

Fig. 8 shows the results for three models from Christensen et al.
(2012). The dynamo models total magnetic power spectra R‘ are
dominated by the dipole with an approximately flat spectra for
the non-dipole terms, as in the geomagnetic field power spectra
(Fig. 5a). In some dynamo models the antisymmetric field domi-
nates (e.g. model 2 in Fig. 8a), in others the powers in the antisym-
metric and symmetric fields are comparable (e.g. model 3 in
Fig. 8d). In most dynamo models the powers in the antisymmetric
and symmetric SV are generally similar except in model 5 which
shows a slight dominance of the symmetric SV (Fig. 8h).

Table 2 summarizes the 1=‘ fits of the SV timescales for the
dynamo models. When expressed in units of magnetic advection
times, our five dynamo models span a fairly narrow range of val-
ues. For example, the total SV timescales of the five dynamo mod-
els cover a range of �3.5–4 magnetic advection times, despite an
order of magnetic variability in the magnetic Reynolds number
among the models. In contrast, Bouligand et al. (2016) found a lar-
ger variability of factor �2 in the total SV timescales among their
dynamo models. The fits for the symmetric and antisymmetric
SV timescales are rather decent in dynamo models 3–5 with signif-
icant Fs and Fa values. The Fa values are also significant in models
1–2, but in these models the Fs (as well as F) values are low. In all
dynamo models the symmetric/antisymmetric SV timescales are
smaller/larger than the total, respectively, except for model 4
where the three constants are practically identical. Also in model
3 the differences are relatively small, whereas in models 1, 2 and
5 hsasv i is larger than hsssvi by �20–35%. Our set of dynamo models
is too small to identify a systematic dependence of the ratio
hsasv i/hsssv i on control parameters. However, we note that model 5
may be considered to be the most ”Earth-like”, as it has the lowest
values for the Ekman and magnetic Prandtl numbers and at the
same time a magnetic Reynolds number that is representative for
the geodynamo. The differences between symmetric and antisym-
metric SV timescales in the dynamo models are comparable to
those in the geomagnetic field, where for the time-average period
of 1840–1990 the antisymmetric SV timescale constant is 22% lar-
ger than the symmetric one, a difference that is very similar to that
in our preferred model 5.

In the time-average SV timescales of the dynamo models the
symmetric dipole is not well recovered by the 1=‘ law, whereas
the symmetric quadrupole SV timescale is well fitted in most mod-
els (see e.g. model 3 in Fig. 8f). This is in contrast to the time-
average geomagnetic SV timescales where the symmetric dipole
SV timescale is adequately fitted but that for the quadrupole is
not (Fig. 6f). Assuming that the time-average SV timescales in the



Fig. 6. Time-average geomagnetic SV timescales calculated from hRli and hSli based on the model gufm1 over the period 1840–1990. The pdf of the F-distributions (a, d, g), the
cross-sections for exponent �1 (b, e, h) and the resulting fitted SV timescales (c, f, i) are given for the total (a-c), symmetric (d-f) and antisymmetric (g-i) parts.
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dynamo models are more representative of the true long-term
mean than the geomagnetic SV timescales averaged over the his-
torical period due to the much longer averaging time of the former,
this may suggest that the SV timescale for the symmetric dipole is
exceptionally large in the historical geomagnetic field and for the
symmetric quadrupole it is exceptionally small (in both cases with
respect to the symmetric SV timescales of higher degrees). This is
demonstrated in Fig. 9 which shows the time-dependent magnetic
dipole tilt in dynamo model 3 (middle row of Fig. 8d-f). During
more than 60 magnetic advection times the tilt exhibited a typical
oscillatory behavior of alternating rapid increase/decrease with
rare quasi-steady periods (Fig. 9a). Assuming an advection time
of 140 years, the average dipole tilt absolute rate of change of
hj _hdji ¼ 0.014�/year in this dynamo model (Table 2) is about half
the rate of change of the geomagnetic dipole tilt before 1810 or
after 1965. In the other dynamo models hj _hdji varies in the range
0.007–0.021, on the same order though somewhat smaller than
the geomagnetic values outside the quiet period, but significantly
larger than the geomagnetic hj _hdji ¼ 0.003�/year value in the period
1810–1965.

In addition, the time fraction T0:1 during which the dynamo
models experienced an order of magnitude slower tilt changes
than the average is rather small. For example, in the dynamomodel



(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Geomagnetic dipole tilt (a) and longitude (b), both in degrees, for the period 1590–2010. The dipole tilt is with respect to the geographic pole, the dipole longitude is
with respect to the 0� meridional.

Table 2
Dynamo models. The control parameters are the Ekman number E, the Rayleigh number Ra and the magnetic Prandtl number Pm. The Prandtl number is Pr ¼ 1 for all models. Also
given the output magnetic Reynolds number Rm and the dipolarity f dip . For parameters definitions and more details see Christensen et al. (2012). The time-average SV timescales
constants are in units of magnetic advection times. The maximum pdf value for exponent �1 is given by F. The average absolute dipole tilt rate of change is given by hj _hdji in units
of �/year. The relative time during which the absolute dipole tilt rate of change was smaller than 0.1 of its average value is given by T0:1 in percentage.

Model E Ra Pm Rm f dip Sym hssv i F hj _hd ji T0:1

1 10�4 1.15 � 108 2 192 0:86 t 3.49 3.60 3.72 0.21 0.007 6%
s 3.13 3.22 3.33 0.04
a 3.75 3.89 4.02 0.78

2 10�4 1 � 109 2 594 0:63 t 3.35 3.46 3.58 0.20 0.018 9%
s 2.81 2.90 2.98 0.06
a 3.74 3.87 4.01 0.89

3 3 � 10�5 5 � 109 2.5 1030 0:58 t 3.92 4.06 4.19 0.79 0.014 8%
s 3.83 3.96 4.08 0.57
a 3.96 4.09 4.24 1.00

4 3 � 10�5 5 � 109 5 1980 0:41 t 3.78 4.02 4.28 0.69 0.021 7%
s 3.74 3.97 4.23 0.75
a 3.77 4.01 4.27 0.76

5 10�5 1 � 1011 0.8 973 0:62 t 3.35 3.51 3.69 1.00 0.012 10%
s 3.07 3.22 3.38 0.95
a 3.60 3.79 3.99 0.81
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shown in Fig. 9a T0:1 ¼ 8% only, and similar low values of T0:1 � 6–
10% are found for the other dynamo models (Table 2). To further
illustrate this point we zoomed into three selected intervals of
three advection times each (Fig. 9b, c and d), corresponding to
the length of the historical period shown in Fig. 7. Clearly an event
of quasi-steady tilt over a period of about one advection time as
seen in the geomagnetic tilt between 1810–1965 (Fig. 7a) is rarely
observed in the evolution of the dynamo model tilt (Fig. 9). In
Fig. 9b a sustained rapid tilt increase event is seen, whereas in
Fig. 9c the tilt decreases rapidly during most of the period. An
event of slow tilt changes is observed in Fig. 9d during about one
advection time. This holds for the other dynamo models, i.e. events
of slow tilt changes do not last more than one advection time. In
summary, as a rule the dynamo models exhibit rapid tilt changes
comparable to the geomagnetic tilt changes prior to 1810 and after
1965. Episodes of slow tilt changes as observed between 1810–
1965 are rare in the dynamo models.
5. Discussion

We find decent 1=‘ fits for the symmetric and antisymmetric SV
timescales both in the geomagnetic field models and in the fields of
several of our dynamo models when averaging in time. The sym-
metric/antisymmetric SV timescales are persistently smaller/larger
than the total respectively. For the time-average geomagnetic field
spectra we obtain a ratio of ss‘=sa‘ � 0:82 (Table 1), while for the
five analyzed numerical dynamo models this ratio ranges 0.75–
0.99 (Table 2). Strong rotational effects in our dynamo models lead
to flows that are dominated by an equatorially symmetric part. It
has been argued that the same strong rotational effects are
expected to prevail at Earth’s core (e.g. Busse, 1970; Jault, 2008)
and hence the flow at the top of the core is dominantly equatorially
symmetric (Pais and Jault, 2008; Gillet et al., 2009, 2011, 2015).
Core flow reconstructions based on statistics from numerical dyna-
mos also exhibit a large level of equatorial symmetry (Aubert,



Fig. 8. Time-average spectra from dynamo models. Magnetic power spectra (a, d, g), SV power spectra (b, e, h) and SV timescales with the resulting fits for c ¼ 1 (c, f, i) for
dynamo models 2 (top row), 3 (middle row) and 5 (bottom row). s‘; ss‘ and sa‘ are in green, red and blue, respectively. The field and SV power spectra are non-dimensional, the
SV timescales are in units of magnetic advection times. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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2013; Aubert et al., 2013; Finlay et al., 2016). However, some sym-
metry breaking may occur in a fully developed convective regime
(Olson et al., 1999) or if boundary heterogeneity plays a major role
(e.g. Amit et al., 2015). In Fig. 10 we show for dynamo model 5 the
time-averaged velocity spectrum just below the Ekman layer near
the outer boundary, separated into symmetric and antisymmetric
parts. Up to degree 8 the power in the symmetric part is more than
an order of magnitude larger than that in the antisymmetric part.
At larger degrees, the difference shrinks and becomes less than a
factor of two at degrees approximately larger than 20. We also note
that 95% of the flow energy is in the toroidal component.
In the frozen flux approximation (Roberts and Scott, 1965), the
change of the radial magnetic field near the CMB is given by

@Br

@t
¼ �~uh � rhBr � Brrh �~uh ð11Þ

where the suffix h refers to the tangential component. Obviously, a
symmetric velocity field interacting with a symmetric magnetic
field results in symmetric SV, and so does the interaction of an
antisymmetric flow with an antisymmetric field. If the symmetries
of the field and the flow are unlike, an antisymmetric SV results.
Because the largest field component is the antisymmetric (axial)



Fig. 9. Magnetic dipole tilt in dynamo model 3. The tilt is in degrees, time is in units of advection times. The tilt is shown for a long portion of the simulation (a) as well as
during three intervals of three advection times each (b, c and d) which correspond to the duration of the historical period shown in Fig. 7. Note the tilt scale differences.
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dipole and the flow is dominantly symmetric, one might naively
assume that the SV must be dominantly antisymmetric. However,
the symmetric and antisymmetric SV spectra are either comparable
as in the dynamo models (Fig. 8) or the symmetric SV is larger as it
is in the time-average geomagnetic field (Fig. 5b). Where is the sig-
nature of the dipole energy transfer? For a dominantly toroidal flow,
for which rh �~uh ¼ 0, the scale-dependence of the magnetic field
rather than that of the flow matters for the SV according to (11).
This scale is largest for the dipole, hence it makes a smaller contri-
bution to SV than higher multipoles for a given field amplitude. In
addition, to produce SV at a given degree, the dipole interacts only
with a single toroidal flow component at exactly this degree (see
selection rules; Bullard and Gellman, 1954; James, 1973), whereas
several non-dipole field modes interact with several flow modes
to contribute to the SV at any degree. Due to these reasons the con-
tributions from the multipoles to the SV dominate over those from
the axial dipole even though the latter contains the largest energy
for a single degree. Indeed we found that in our dynamo models
the SV fraction due to interactions of the flow with the dipole is
merely 2–3% of the total SV.

The bias in the SV timescales in favor of larger values for the
antisymmetric part may be caused by field-flow alignment and
local advection efficiency. Flow along Br contours on the CMB does
not produce any SV. The ratio of symmetric/antisymmetric SV
timescales would not reflect the ratio of symmetric/antisymmetric
flows if one flow component is more aligned with the radial field
and is therefore less efficient in producing SV. Finlay and Amit
(2011) found that near high-latitude intense flux patches the flow
is nearly field-aligned. These flux patches are prominent features of
the antisymmetric magnetic field (compare Fig. 1a and e) and are



Fig. 10. Power spectra of the symmetric (circles) and antisymmetric (triangles)
flow near the outer boundary of dynamo model 5.
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associated with (symmetric) columnar flow in the dynamo models
(Christensen et al., 1998) and presumably in the core (Gubbins and
Bloxham, 1987). The strong antisymmetric SV that could be
expected from this combination is largely diminished by the
flow-field alignment. In contrast, Finlay and Amit (2011) found
that drifting low-latitude patches (which have a strong equatori-
ally symmetric component, compare Fig. 1a and c) are more char-
acterized by flow perpendicular to Br contours, leading to strong
symmetric SV. For similar power in the symmetric and antisym-
metric non-dipole field and a dominantly symmetric flow, these
differences in the interaction of flow and field components leads
to a preponderance of symmetric SV and therefore shorter sym-
metric than antisymmetric SV timescales.

The 1=‘ fit of the total SV timescales s‘ is adequate for the non-
dipole spectrum, but not for the dipole (Christensen and Tilgner,
2004; Lhuillier et al., 2011; Christensen et al., 2012; Bouligand
et al., 2016). We found that the same holds for the symmetric ss‘
and antisymmetric SV timescales sa‘ where again only the non-
dipole parts are well fitted by the 1=‘ law. Inferring SV timescales
from the time-average spectra of gufm1 shows that the fit of ss‘
recovers the symmetric dipole. However, this seems to be fortu-
itous since at earlier times ss1 is larger than the extrapolated 1=‘
fit (see e.g. Fig. 4a and b for 1900 and 1940) whereas at later times
including at present-day as captured by the CHAOS-4 model ss1 is
lower than the extrapolated 1=‘ fit (see Fig. 4c for 1980 and
Fig. 3c for 2005). Results from the time-average spectra of the
dynamo models indicate that the 1=‘ fit overestimates the sym-
metric dipole SV timescale, as in the present-day geomagnetic
field. We therefore hypothesize that the nearly constant dipole tilt
between 1810–1965 (Fig. 7a) was an anomalous event for the geo-
dynamo. During this low tilt variability period the symmetric
dipole SV power was exceptionally low, leading to an anomalously
large symmetric dipole SV timescale.
Based on a formula of Moffatt (1978) for dipole moment vector
changes, Amit and Olson (2008) developed an equation for the
temporal change of the equatorial dipole. They combined core field
and flow models to map advective sources and sinks of dipole tilt.
Two major advective sinks that cause the recent tilt decrease were
identified, one below Africa where positive flux is advected west-
ward towards the negative equatorial pole, another below North
America where negative flux is advected poleward away from
the negative pole. Before 1965 these sinks were balanced by advec-
tive sources of dipole tilt at high-latitudes of the southern hemi-
sphere, yielding little tilt change. The amplitude of the
symmetric dipole SV timescale, which is directly related to
whether the tilt varies rapidly or remains quasi-stationary, there-
fore depends on the subtle interaction between the flow and the
field at the top of the core (Amit and Olson, 2008).

The axial (i.e. antisymmetric) dipole is special. Given the length
of the historical geomagnetic field models, the stationary isotropic
model of Hulot and LeMouël (1994) holds only for the non-axial
dipole field. Moreover, Bouligand et al. (2016) showed that two
timescales are needed to describe the variability of the axial dipole.
In addition, and particularly concerning the equatorial dipole, it is
possible that dipole SV timescales deviate from the 1=‘ law
because the dipole SV violates the frozen-flux approximation more
than higher degrees (Holme and Olsen, 2006). Strong zonal core
flows (e.g. Hulot et al., 2002; Amit and Olson, 2006) do not produce
SV of the axial dipole, hence dipole advection is possibly less effi-
cient than the advection of higher degree terms that are less axial.
Indeed, based on maps of advective sources and sinks of axial
dipole change, advection accounts for only �50–80% of the axial
dipole change (Olson and Amit, 2006; Finlay et al., 2016). Explain-
ing the dipole SV timescales (both axial and equatorial) as well as
unraveling the role of magnetic diffusion in the SV remain
challenges.

Our new fits for the symmetric and antisymmetric SV time-
scales provide more detailed insight into the re-organization times
of particular spatial scales. Our results indicate that both the sym-
metric and antisymmetric SV timescales vary as 1=‘, as was previ-
ously found for the total. The symmetric part of the geomagnetic
field gets re-organized relatively faster, whereas the antisymmetric
part requires a longer time to become non-correlated with its pre-
vious state. Differences in the alignment between different mag-
netic field components with the local flow can plausibly be the
cause for this difference. Ongoing measurements of the geomag-
netic field by surface observatories and dedicated satellites like
the current SWARM mission will shed more light on the geomag-
netic SV timescales, which will provide more insight into the
dynamics in Earth’s core.
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